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2,659,115 

MAGNETIC DOOR, SEAL 

Lloyd L. Anderson and Nathan S. Waring, Grand 
Rapids, and Anton W. Korb, Grandville, Mich, 
assignors to Jervis Corporation, a corporation 
of Michigan 

Application March 27, 1950, Seria No. 152,244 
(C. 20-69) Claims. 

1. 
This invention relates to improvements in mag 

netic door closures and seals, being particularly 
concerned with practical means for releasing 
and opening a door which is held in closed and 
securely sealed position by magnetic attraction. 
The present invention is designed for use in 

connection with refrigerators, in which a tight 
seal is required to prevent heat entrance to the 
intericr of the refrigerator, causing loss of re 
frigeration efficiency, therefore, increased expense 
in the operation of the refrigerating mechanism 
associated with the refrigerator. În Order tO 
have such tight seal, a magnetic closure at all 
four edges Cf the door is needed, and the mag 
netic force exerted should be relatively strong in 
Order to maintain the gasket between the door and 
refrigerator in tightly sealed condition. There 
fore to open the door with a breaking of the force 
of attraction, which is exerted when the door is 
closed, may be greater than is practical for a 
direct upward pull on a fixed handle on a re 
frigerator door. 
With our invention, manually operable means 

are provided for breaking the magnetic Seal be 
tween the door and the refrigerator casing, first 
at the Outer free edge of the door, and in a 
manner such that the manual force required is 
greatly reduced over what is required when a 
direct pull On a handle On the door is used. 
Through a novel lever operation which also serves 
aSa handle to open the door, the holding or mag 
netic force is nincre easily broken with the exer 
tion of a much less upWard pull, so that undue 
Strength is not required in the One opening the 
refrigerator door. 
For an understanding of the invention, and 

novel mechanisms for accomplishing the objects 
and resultS Stated, reference may be had to the 
following description, taken in connection. With 
the accompanying dra Wings, in which, 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a refrigerator 
having Our invention, in One form, incorporated 
therein. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary enlarged horizontal 
Section substantially on the plane of line 2-2 
of Fig. 1, looking in a downward direction, with 
the door closed. 

Fig. 3 is a Similar Section illustrating the door 
in the first steps of being opened, and the initial 
breaking of the magnetic force holding the door 
closed. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary vertical section sub 
stantially on the piane of line 8-4 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary horizontal section simi 
lar to Fig. 2, taken on the plane of line 5-5 of 
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Fig. 7, illustrating a structure for opening the 
door which is a modification of and has lesser 
parts in use than that shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Fig. 6 is a Section similar to Fig. 3, showing 
the door and release mechanism of FigS. 5 and 7 
in the initial step of being opened, Fig. 5 showing 
it in closed position. 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary edge elevation and par 
tial vertical Section Substantially on the line 7-7 
of Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary horizontal section simi 
lar to Fig. 2, showing a still further modified form 
of means incorporating the invention with the 
door closed, and 

Fig. 9 is a like View, With the door in the act 
of being opened. 

Like reference characters refer to like parts 
in the different figures of the drawings. 
The refrigerator casing or housing f and the 

door 2 for closing its front opening, hinged adja 
cent one vertical edge cn the casing, are of con 
ventional structure. At the inner side of the door 
2, and entirely around it adjacent its edges, a 
compressible gasket is permanently secured. 

5 The gasket which is hollow lengthwise, has a base 
3 fastened to the door, an outer side 4 extending 
therefron, a longer inner side 5 spaced from the 
Side , and an integral connection between the 
inner edges of the sides 4 and 5, integral with 
which is a generally channel-like, inside located, 
retainer for a plurality of magnets which are 
dispcsed in end to end contact relation to each 
other (Fig. 4) lengthwise of the gasket. This 
makes a compressible gasket which when the door 
is closed has the base 3 and the opposite side 
of the gasket parallel to each other, as in Fig. 2. 
This causes the slightly longer side 5 to take a 
bowed or convex form. The magnets, as shown 
in CrOSS Section in Figs. 2 and 3, preferably, are 
of a shallow U or horseshoe shape the opposed 
poles of the magnets extending lengthwise 
thereof. 
The gasket may be extruded from suitable rub 

ber composition in any lengths desired. Also in 
tegrally formed with the gasket in parallelism 
With the magnet retainer 6, and at the inner side 
thereof, is a longitudinal rib in which an elon 
gated bar 8 is embodied. A rod 9 is pinned or 
otherwise connected with the rod 8 and extends 
outwardly through the door 2 at a point between 
the upper and lower ends of the door. The rod 
is normally moved inwardly by a coiled compres 
Sion Spring around the rod, between a collar 

thereon and the outer side of the door. A 
handle 2 has a pivotal connection at 3 to the 
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outer end of the rod 9. The handle is also pivot 
ally connected at 4 on a holding fixture 5 
therefore secured at the outer side of the door. 
The handle 2, as shown in Fig. 7, is a simple 

lever of the second class. On pulling outwardly 
on the handle 2, rod 9 is pulled lengthwise out 
wardly and the spring 10 compressed, thereby 
drawing the bar 8 from the position in Fig. 2 to 
that in Fig. 3, with a consequent greater bowing 
or distortion of the side 5 of the gasket. And 
the poles of the magnets 7 farthest away from 
the edge of the door are first moved away from 
the adjacent face of the refrigerator Casing , 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
A short rod 8, normally having its inner-end 

in proximity to such outer face of the refrigera 
tor casing that the gasket bears against, ex 
tends through the inner side of the door 2 and 
has a pivotal connection within the body of 
the door to one end of a lever 11, which is pivot 
ally mounted between its ends on a bracket. 
secured within the body of the door 2. The 
other end of the lever 7 has pivotal connec 
tion to the rod 9. Thus, when the rod 9 is pulled 
outwardly, the rod 6 is simultaneously moved 
inwardly. On such inward movement its free 
end presses against the Outer face of the re 
frigerator casing and helps to separate the 
gasket, at its outer edge portions from the ad 
jacent face of the casing 1. 
The structure in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 is the Sane 

as that, in Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, except that the 
rod 8, ever T and bracket 8 are not used. 
Therefore, the separation of the gasket from the 
refrigerator through the manual operation of the 
handle or lever 2 is solely by pulling the bar 8 
outwardly first separating one of the poles of 
the magnets and then, on further outward 
movement of the door, separating the entire gas 
ket so that the door may be opened. 

It is apparent that when the door is closed the 
force of attraction of the magnets upon the Steel 
material at the face of the refrigerator casing 
around the door, will maintain the door in a 
tight sealed relation to the refrigerator casing. 
Such door, if attempted to be opened by a direct 
pull upon a handle fixedly secured on the outer 
side of the door, requires the exertion of a force 
sufficient to substantially break the magnetic 
force of all of the magnets, at least in the gasket 
at the outer free edge of the door, simultaneous 
ly followed thereafter by a rapidly succeeding 
breaking of the force of the magnets in the gas 
kets at the upper and lower edges of the door 
and, finally, of those at the inner or hinged edge 
of the door. The leverage provided by the 
handle 2, as a lever of the second class, not only 
multiplies the effective force manually applied 
to the lever, because of the much longer arm to 
which the manual force is applied, but also nore 
readily breaks the magnetic Seal between the 
door and casing because the magnets are not 
pulled directly outward substantially in a line 
at right angles to the plane of the face of the 
door. But they are first detached along the in 
ner pole of each rºmagnet and afterward at the 
remaining outer poles thereby imaterially reduc 
ing the force necessary to release the magnets 
entirely from the attraction of the casing. 

In Figs. 8 and 9 the invention is embodied in 
a modified structure, the operation of which is 
the reverse of that previously described. 
The rod da, similiar to the rod 9, is positioned 

farther inward and is not connected with the 
gasket but, when the door is closed, its inner end 
bears against a plate 9 when the lever or handle 
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4 
2a, pivotally mounted upon the fixture 5 is 
manually operated. The handle 2d. is mounted 
as a Simple lewer of the first ClaSS. Upon Out 
Ward pull thereon it moves the rod 9d inwardly, 
instead of such rod being drawn outwardly as in 
the previously described structures. When the 
door is closed the gasket Side 5 is bowed into 
Convex form to a greater degree than in the 
preWiOUS Structures. Thuis When the door is 
opened by pulling outwardly on the handle (2a, 
the Shorter Side 4. Of the gasket Will pe first drawn 
away from the face of the refrigerator casing í, 
before the inner Side of the gasket straightening 
out from the position shown in Fig. 8 to that 
shown in Fig. 9, i. e., the gasket is "peeled' away 
from the casing in Such manner that a greatly 
reduced force is inecessary fully to break the seal. 
Thus one of the poies of the magnets will first, 

be pulled away from the face of the refrigerator 
casing before the opposite poles of such magnets, 
and the resultant lessening of force required to 
open the door Will be Substantially the Same in 
degree. The spring likewise is reversed in po 
sition and in its action, so as to normally tend 
to return the handle 2a to a position substain 
tially parallei to the outer Side of the door 2 
when it is relaased, after having been pulled upon 
to Open the door. 
By reason of the structures described, the mag 

netic closure of the refrigerator door, wherein 
Sealing the door is of greater importance than 
with many other doors, is effectively accorn 
piished, with the necessary magnetic force fur 
nished so that the door sealing to a required 
degree is obtained; yet at the sane time, the 
door may be readily and easily opened without 
the necessity of in due manual force being 
exerfed. 
The invention is defined in the appended 

claims and is to be considered coin prehensive of 
all forms of structure coming within their scope. 
We claim: 
1. In a structure as described, a casing having 

an entrance opening, a door hingedly mounted 
On Said casing at One edge of the door for clos 
ing Said opening, an elongated gasket secured 
at the inner side of the door having inner and 
outer Spaced walls and spaced sides connecting 
Said Walls and providing a gasket hollow length 
Wise thereof, one of said walls being secured to 
the door, magnetic means carried by the other 
of Said walls to exert magnetic attraction upon 
the casing when the door is closed, a handle piv 
otally mounted at the outer side of the door, a 
rod operably associated with said handle, the 
distance from the association of said rod to the 
pivot of the handle being appreciably less than 
the distance from said pivot to the end of the 
lever farthest away from said pivot, and means 
asSociated with the inwardly extending portion 
of Said rod for forcing the door outwardly upon 
outward operation of said handle to break the 
magnetic attraction of the magnets with said 
casing. 

2. In a structure as described, a casing haw 
ing an entrance opening, a door hingedly mount 
ed at One edge On Said Casing to close said open 
ing, an elongated gasket of resilient material se 
cured at the inner side of the door adjacent its 
edges and adapted to bear against the casing 
around Said entrance Opening When the door is 
closed, magnetic means carried by said gasket 
at the Side thereof nearest the casing for hold 
ing the door in closed sealed position, a mov 
ably mounted rod passing through the door ad 
jacent the free edge thereof opposite its hinged 
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edge, a handle pivotally mounted on the door, 
the outer end of said rod having operative Con 
nection to said handle at its outer end and means 
for connecting said rod at its inner end to said 
gasket whereby, when the handle is pulled out 
wardly about its pivot, the gasket is pulled away 
from the casing adjacent the point of Connec 
tion of the rod to the gasket. 

3. A structure as defined in claim 2, and a bar 
extending lengthwise of and connected with 
said gasket to which the inner end of said rod 
is connected between the ends of the bar, to 
thereby pull a greater length of the gasket away 
frol the casing. 

4. A structure as defined in claim 3, a second 
and shorter rod having an end adapted to be 
located in close proximity to the casing when 
the door is closed, said second rod extending 
outwardly into Said door, and a lever pivotally 
connected at opposite ends to said rods, com 
bined with means carried by the door for pivot 
ally mounting said lever between its ends. 

5. In a structure of the class described, a cas 
ing member having an entrance opening, a door 
member hingedly mounted adjacent one of its 
edges on Said casing at a side of the opening for 
closing the opening When the door is closed, a 
compressible gasket between the door and casing 
When the door is closed and Secured to one of 
them, magnetic means carried by said gasket 
lengthwise thereof at its outer side to magneti 
cally releasably connect the gasket at its outer 
side to the member upon which it is not mounted, 
a rod connected to the gasket extending outwardly 
through the door, and means secured to the outer 
end of the rod to move said rod longitudinally 
to separate said magnetic means from the mem 
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ber with which it is magnetically connected to 
open the door. 

6. In a Structure as described, a Casing hav 
ing an entrance opening, a door hingedly mount 
ed adjacent one edge at One side of the opening 
for closing the opening, a gasket secured around 
the door adjacent its edges, Said gasket having a 
Wall secured to the door, a wall spaced therefrom 
and two sides spaced from each other integral 
With and connecting said Walls, magnet means 
carried by the gasket lengthwise thereof on the 
wall of the gasket not connected to the door, a 
rod Secured to Said last mentioned Wall of the 
gasket extending OutWardly through the door, 
Said rod being Secured to the gasket at one side 
of said magnetic means for moving the mag 
netic means at One pole first away from the 
casing on outward pull on said rod, before the 
Opposite pole of said magnetic means is pulled 
alWay. 

7. A structure as defined in claim 6, combined 
With means movably connected to said rod and 
forced inwardly by the outward movement of 
the rod to bear against said casing and aid in 
moving the gasket outwardly from the casing, 
Said means being mounted upon the door. 

LLOYD L. ANDERSON. 
NATHAN. S. WARING. 
ANTON W. KORB. 
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